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WE Local is a Society of Women Engineers (SWE) program that was developed to bring the excitement and energy of SWE’s annual conference – on a smaller scale – to our members’ backyards around the globe through local conferences.

WE LOCAL IS COMING TO DENVER!

With 300 days of sunshine, the Mile-High City has come a long way since the Wild Wild West. With its recent recognition by U.S. News as the #3 Best Place to Live in the USA, Denver has plenty to offer residents and visitors alike, from whitewater rafting, to family-friendly adventures including dozens of free activities. It’s a playground (of adventure) you won’t want to miss!

Learn more at welocal.swe.org/denver
Meet Locally. Support Locally.
Support WE Local conferences and gain access to future and current engineers in your area. By supporting WE Local, organizations are advocating for women to achieve their fullest potential in their careers as engineers and leaders.

Visit welocal.swe.org to learn more.

WE Local is Global
The WE Local program hosts conferences around the globe so engineers can connect locally through professional development workshops, inspirational speakers, networking opportunities and outreach activities.

Visit welocal.swe.org to get engaged, connect locally and become more involved.